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Abstract. In modern air combat, it is very important for the aircraft to detect the coming missile and
avoid. In traditional flight conflict detection method, more attentions are paid on plane to plane. In this
occasion, the plane is flying according to the planed routes. But for the missile, once the missile seeker
finds the target, the planed routes must be changed to destroy the target. Moreover, the destroying
point is not the current target location, but the future location. So the traditional flight conflict
detection method is not fit for the conflict between the plane and missile. Above all, A new flight
conflict detecting and avoiding method based on the missile characteristics is proposed in the paper.
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Fig.1 Missile searching sector
Fig.2 Air route conflict between two planes
The missile seeker is like a sector when searching plane, the searching radius is OB = OC = OA = R ,
the searching angle is a , showed in figure 1. In order to enlarge the searching area , the missile
searching sector is extended to a isosceles triangle[1]. The line B1C1 is tangent to arc BAC on the point
A. The length of two edges is（showed in figure 3） :
a
BE1 = BD1 = R cos
(1)
2
Safe airspace interval
The safe airspace interval is the least distance between different planes to avoid the flight conflict. In
traditional flight conflict detecting method, the conflict is happened between the plane to plane[2]. And
the dangerous areas in this conflict detecting are several the same circles, showed in figure 2.
In figure 2, point A is the plane location on route 1. AD=AC is the safe di stance. AB=AC ´ sinq is
the distance between the plane on route 1 to the plane on route 2. If AB £ AC , the two planes may
collide. But in the conflict between the missile and aircraft, the searching area is like a sector and the
radius is much more larger than the cinflict area radius Rf . The searching angle is a , the serching
radius is R . So a more efficient detecting method must be proposed.
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Conflict description
Flight route analysis
Although the missile and plane are not on the same surface in the realistic air combat, the problem is
simplized in the paper. The missile velocity is broken down[3]. The projection of the plane and missile
velocity on the horizontal plane is analyzed instead of the real flying velocity, showed in figure 3.
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Fig.3 route conflict between plane and missile
Fig.4 route conflict after velocity is broken down
The missile is flying from point B with the velocity v1 along route 1. After time t , the missile
reaches point O . The angle between the missile flying route and the line from the missile to plane is b .
The plane is flying from point A with the velocity v2 along route 2. After time t , the plane reaches
point O . The safe distance of the plane is Rf . The angle of the two routes is e .
The distance from missile to point O is BO = v1 ´ t .
The distance from missile searching sector vertex to point O is CO = R - v1 ´ t .
The straight distance on the horizontal plane from the missile to plane is :
AB = AO 2 + BO 2 - 2 AO × BO × cos e

(2)

Conflict analysis
When the missile searching sector reaches the plane safe area, the conflict happened, which can be
judged by the angle between the missile flying route and the line from the missile to plane[4-5].
After time t , both missile and plane reach point O , so the missile velocity is broken down, showed
in figure 4.
If the plane did not leave the searching area of missile seeker within the limited time , still stayed in
the triangle BD1 ' E1 ' , the plane is judged caught by the missile and the conflict happened.
The limited time is :

t1 = AC1 - rf / v =

AB - rf - R

AO2 + BO2 - 2 AO × BO × cos e - R - rf

=
v1''
v1''
If | v2 - v1 | t1 £ C '' E1 ' , the conflict between the plane and missile happened.
''
1

(3)

Conflict avoid
Adjusting speed
As one way to avoid the conflict, the plane speed along the route 1 can be adjusted. If the plane
must go through the searching area of the missile, the velocity v2 of plane A can be adjusted to avoid
the conflict. And the adjusting condition is :
(4)
Dv2 t1 ³ C '' E1 '
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If the plane tried to pass in front of the missile searching area, the speed variable Dv2 must be
bigger than a certain number, Dv2 ³ vm . If the plane tried to pass from the back of the missile searching
area, the speed variable Dv2 must be smaller than a certain number, Dv2 £ vn , which means the conflict
has been resolved. Of course, the plane must be in the range of the plane performance parameter.
Adjusting direction
As another way to avoid the conflict, the plane flying direction along the route 1 can be also
adjusted. The former angle between the missile and the plane is e , once the direction changes, the
angle becomes e + De .
For the missile must fly along the scheduled route, its direction remains the same. So only the
planes‘ direction can be adjusted. For the angle e between the missile and the plane , if e < p 2 , the
plane chooses to fly from the front of the missile. If e > p 2 , the plane chooses to fly from the back of
the missile.
As is showed in figure 5, the least distance from the turning point to the missile route must be bigger
than the sum of the searching radius and the plane safe distance.
CE1 = CD1 < d - rf
(5)
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Fig.5 flying routes after direction adjusted
Fig.6 flying routes after comprehensive adjustment
At this time, the plane can pass through the side of the missile route and couldn’t be detected. The
plane changing angle is j , the changing radius is R f . In the paper, the plane speed remains the same
when changing direction.

p -j
= R f ´ (p - j )
(6)
2´p
(7)
j < p -e
The changing diretion time t1 must be shorter than the time t that the missile searching sector
reaches the point O . So:
R ´ (p - j )
(8)
t1 = f
£t
AA1 = 2 ´ p ´ R f ´

v2
If the above equation is satisfied, the conflict is resolved. Of course, the plane must be in the range
of the plane performance parameter.
Comprehensive Adjustment
After adjusting the speed or diretion, in some occasion, the conflict can also be happened. So
sometimes, the speed and direction must be adjusted comprehensively. Once the conflict still happens
after speed adjusted, the plane flying direction must also be adjusted and changes the route.
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When the plane changes direction, the angular velocity is stationary. So the changing radius is in
proportion to the linear velocity. If the speed is adjusted, the radius also changed. The arc length that
plane passed is :
Rf
j
A D = ò 2p r ´
dr
(9)
Rf1
2p
The changing diretion time t1 must be shorter than the time t that the missile searching sector
reaches the point O . So:
R f r ´ (p - j )
(10)
t1 = ò
dr £ t
Rf1
v2
If the above equation is satisfied, the conflict is resolved. Of course, the plane must be in the range
of the plane performance parameter.
Simulation analysis
The current plane flying speed is 200 m / s , the upper bound of the flying speed is 400 m / s , the
lower bound of the flying speed is 100 m / s , the acceleration is 250 m / s , the missile speed is 800m / s ,
the radius of missile searching sector is 600m , the angle of searching sector is 8o . In this occasion, the
plane is the changing variable. So in this simulation, the angle e between the plane and the missile is
random, and 0 £ e < p . The distance from missile to the plane point in advance are
respectively 1000m , 1500m , 2000m , 2500m , 3000m , 3500m and 4000m . After 10000 times
simulation, the conflict result could be analyzed. Finally, the conflict happening ratio is showed in
figure 7:

Fig.7 simulation result
From the figure 7, after comprehensive adjustment on speed and direction, the conflict ratio is much
lower than others and the plane can avoid the missile. Meanwhile, the result of comprehensive
adjustment is better. The speed and direction are both studied in the paper. With the analysis of the
simulation, the conflict avoiding method proposed above could efficiently decrease the conflict ratio.
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